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Wilson Center Digital Archive Translation - English

[…]

In the last 2-3 weeks the Romanian Ambassador and he ([Second Secretary Isidor]
Urian) met Vietnamese comrades as many as three times. The head of the local NLF
[National Liberation Front of South Vietnam] representation and his deputy
summarized their opinion of the situation in Korea roughly as follows: the DPRK had
missed the opportune moment; it seems that now they once again shelved the issue
of liberating South Korea through armed struggle for quite a while. In addition to
having missed the opportune moment, the reason for this is either that they have
become aware of the balance of power between South and North [Korea] or that the
Korean comrades have realized that for the time being the USA really does not want a
new Vietnam in Korea; in general, and particularly since the Pueblo incident, there
are intense defense preparations in the DPRK, and they take all contingencies into
consideration; the army of the DPRK is being modernized; they already manufacture
automobiles, tanks, and various light and heavy arms, including missiles, during
which the Korean comrades are greatly hindered by the fact that the Soviet comrades
do not provide them with all the documents that they need; for instance, this is why
Korean tank production is still unable to solve the technical questions related to [the
manufacture of] stabilizers for tank guns.

[…]

István Kádas
(ambassador) 


